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Risk Warning: Margin trading involves a high level of risk, and may not be suitable for all investors. You should carefully 
consider your objectives, financial situation, needs and level of experience before entering into any margined 
transactions with Baxia Global Limited, and seek independent advice if necessary. Forex and CFDs are highly leveraged 
products which mean both gains and losses are magnified. You should only trade in these products if you fully 
understand the risks involved and can afford losses without adversely affecting your lifestyle (including the risk of losing 
the entirety of your initial investment). You must assess and consider them carefully before making any decision about 
using our products or services. 
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1. The “Welcome Bonus” Campaign is held by Baxia Global Ltd (FSA SC Regulated). 
2. The Welcome Bonus is for introductory purposes and only for new clients from non-restricted countries, 

who are interested in opening a live trading account with Baxia Global Ltd (FSA SC Regulated). 
3. The Welcome Bonus account is not available in Algeria, Angola, Armenia, Australia, Argentina, Belarus, 

Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Colombia, Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, 
Hong Kong, Honduras, Iceland, India, Lebanon, Liechtenstein, Macau, Morocco, Mozambique, Mexico, 
Norway, State of Palestine, Switzerland, Taiwan, Tunisia, Yemen, North Korea, Iran, Indonesia, Venezuela, 
Vietnam, Lesotho, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, Bangladesh, Ghana, Egypt , San Marino, South Africa, 
Uruguay, Kenya and Sri Lanka. 

4. Seychelles and Bahamas citizens cannot apply for a Welcome Bonus account. 
5. Expert Advisors (EAs) are not allowed on Welcome Bonus accounts. 
6. Existing Clients cannot apply for a Welcome Bonus account. 
7. Each Client can open only one Welcome Bonus account. 
8. The Welcome Bonus account has identical trading conditions to the live Bx Standard account type. 
9. The Client has the option to either raise or lower the leverage on the Welcome Bonus account. 
10. The Welcome Bonus account is available for trading for 60 days from the day of opening. Once 60 days 

have passed, trading will be disabled but the Welcome Bonus account will still be accessible for an 
additional 14 days to claim the earned profit. 

11. The Welcome Bonus account is available in the USD currency. 
12. The Welcome Bonus account is created automatically after the client completes the registration form on 

the Welcome Bonus account web page and the application has been approved. Login details will be sent 
automatically to the email address provided in the registration form.  

13. A 30 USD initial complimentary deposit is added automatically to the Welcome Bonus account. 
14. Baxia Global Ltd reserves the right to reject a bonus request or block the Welcome Bonus account, if 

there is a partial or complete match of IP address or other signs of Welcome Bonus account belonging to 
the same person. 

15. The Initial deposit cannot be withdrawn from the Welcome Bonus account. 
16. A minimum of 30 USD and a maximum of 100 USD of profit can be transferred from the Welcome Bonus 

account to another account in the client area with Baxia Global Ltd. 
17. Each Client can make only one request to transfer profit from the Welcome Bonus account to another 

account in the client’s name held with Baxia Global Ltd.  
18. In order to make a transfer of profit from the Welcome Bonus account to another account held in the 

same client’s name in the Client Area, the Client must: 
o Register a second MT5 account (MT5 Bx Standard or MT5 Bx Zero); 
o Deposit a minimum of $100 (or equivalent in other currency) to the second account. 
o New live MT5 trading account should not be connected to any other Promotions (e.g. Rebate 

Campaign). 
19. After a deposit is made to the second account, the Client should send an email to 

bonus@baxiamarkets.com and request a transfer of profit from the Welcome Bonus account to the 
Client’s second account. Transfer of profits should be requested to the same account where an initial 
deposit was made. 

20. It is not allowed to make third party deposits and Baxia Global Ltd reserves the right to cancel bonus at 
any time upon detecting third party payment. 

21. Once the profit transfer is completed, the Welcome Bonus account will be disabled and no further 
trading will be possible. 
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22. The profit of the Welcome Bonus account will be added to the balance of the MT5 account held with 
Baxia Global Ltd (FSA SC Regulated) and can be withdrawn immediately by using any of the available 
withdrawal options available in the Client Area. 

23. All profits earned and transferred from the Welcome Bonus account Campaign are deemed to be null and 
void, if the Welcome Bonus account or live MT5 Baxia Global Ltd account holder (FSA SC Regulated) has 
provided incorrect, false or misleading information during the registration process. 

24. No deposits can be made to the Welcome Bonus account. 
25. Baxia Global Ltd reserves the right to disqualify any user, if there is a suspicion of misuse or abuse of fair 

rules. 
26. Hedging trading positions internally (using other trading accounts held with Baxia Global Ltd) or 

externally (using other trading accounts held with other brokers) and thus avoiding market risk, is 
considered to be an abuse. 

27. Using the failures in the quote flow for getting guaranteed profit or any other form of fraudulent activities 
are considered to be an abuse. 

28. Baxia Global Ltd reserves the right to change the terms of the Campaign or cancel it at any time. 
29. Any disputes or likely misunderstandings that may occur as a result of the Campaign terms will be 

resolved by the Baxia Global Ltd Management in a way that presents the fairest solution to all parties 
involved. Once such a decision has been made, it shall be regarded as final and/or binding for all parties. 

30. Clients agree that information provided during the registration process may be used by the Company 
both within the context of the Welcome Bonus account Campaign and for any other marketing purposes. 
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